Methods for an improved detection of the MRI-CEST effect.
CEST imaging is a recently introduced MRI contrast modality based on the use of endogenous or exogenous molecules whose exchangeable proton pools transfer saturated magnetization to bulk water, thus creating negative contrast. One of the critical issues for further development of these agents is represented by their limited sensitivity in vivo. The aim of this work is to improve the detection of CEST agents by exploring new approaches through which the saturation transfer (ST) effect can be enhanced. The performance of the proposed methods has been tested in vitro and in vivo using highly sensitive and highly shifted lipoCEST agents, and the results were compared with the standard ST evaluation mode. The acquired Z-spectra were interpolated locally and voxel-by-voxel by smoothing splines. Besides expressing the ST in the standard mode, we explore two methods, enhanced and integral ST, which better exploit all the information contained in the Z-spectrum. By combining different modes for ST assessment a significant improvement in the detection of the lipoCEST agents, both in vitro and in vivo, has been found. The results obtained from the application of the proposed methods outline the importance of post-processing analysis for highlighting the CEST-MRI contrast.